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About This Content

Yogscast, the UK’s most watched YouTube channel, run an annual charity drive for the month of December. This year, they are
teaming up with SEGA and taking the drive to the next level in a race against the fastest Hedgehog in the world. The Yogscast’s

very own Simon Lane, aka Honeydew, is now available as a brand new DLC character in Sonic & All-Stars Racing
Transformed™ with 100% of all SEGA and Yogscast proceeds being donated to the SpecialEffect charity.

For more information about Special Effect and the fantastic work that they do, please visit their main website,
www.specialeffect.org.uk.
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Title: Sonic and All-Stars Racing Transformed - Yogscast DLC
Genre: Racing, Sports
Developer:
Sumo Digital
Publisher:
SEGA
Franchise:
Sonic the Hedgehog
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: 2GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent

Memory: 1GB Ram (Windows XP), 2GB Ram (Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8)

Graphics: 256MB with Shader Model 3.0 support

DirectX®: 9.0c

Hard Drive: 6.7GB free hard drive space

Sound: DirectX 9 Compatible

English,German,French,Italian
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sonic and all-stars racing transformed - yogscast dlc

A nice throughback to NES games that was part of my childhood. Fun to play through for nostaligia's sake. :). I've never been
disappointed with a two dollar sale, until now.. Although i have just started playing this game so far I am loving it, lots of
different gamemodes to play through and very good animations in the game. The only thing i would change would be allowing
people to mod the game as that would make it more fun and allow people to play the game more opening up new adventures for
everyone.. This is very short and not very good. The cart moves far too quickly, and doesn't bank around corners. Really sharp
bends. Not realistic at all and therefore not very immersive.. I first played it when i was 14. this game was one of my fav. Now
as the gaming industry just grown awesome this game dosen't keep me playing again and agin. But for a game in 2004, Thq
really did a nice job with this one and i am hoping the "DEEP DESCENT" to be an amazing underwater game like this one in
2004. AWESOME! Trust me a good long point and click game thats funny and just the right level of problem solving. I wish
more was like this! I couldn't find a thing wrong with this game, seriously fun and worth every penny and I'm a good judge of
games as I've beaten almost ALL of the new or popular titles out there as these are my favorite type of games.. Positive:

Promising concept. It aims to combine two of my favorite game.

Active developer. Within a week he has already fixed one of my issues with the game.

Some of the art is pretty cool (I like the low poly planets)

Does a decent job with the XCOM side of the game

Negative:

Obviously lacking a ton of content and having a bunch of bugs, but this is to be expected this early on.

The FTL side of the game falls really flat. It lacks urgency in the pursuit or the meaningful decisions on which course to
take. The encounters often feel meaningless with barely any choices to them.

The game lacks a sense of progression. Squad members are limited to a measely 3 levels each only giving a single stat
point that you have to distribute manually and doesn't do much. Aside from getting armor there's more or less no
equipment to improve your guys and the shops all carry more or less the same gear at prices you cannot afford.

Needs work in balancing and interface usablity

I'll be eagerly looking forward to the improvements coming to the game because it has a ton of potential. But anyone
considering getting this game should be aware that they are getting an extremely early and very rough draft. As such I cannot
outright recommend it.. It is a realy good realistic survival game and has a full potential for fun multiplayer.

Some things need to be fixed as character and his stats also need some adjustments,animals movements, loading in game,, some
parts of inventory, sound adjustments and some little bugs .

I will recommend this game for so many resones but moslty because every update is better than previous.
. First impression is retrographics similar to Minecraft, but hillarious insanity follows immediately.

Provoke zombies and make them die by accident. Well, long series of "accidents". Which can be diverse. Just like your
characters. It is very easy to get addicted.
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Clever crime scenes...a must to have Hide & Seek!. A nice, short, easy puzzle where you have to hook and carry items to certain
points.
Sixty levels split in several groups in order to introduce some new elements here and there.
Get it for cheap.. The first time you play this game you will probably choose a girl by her looks.
The second time you play this game I bet you will choose a girl for her personality. <3

I love the art style, The plot is very good, and the animations are amoung the best I've seen.

What this game is lacking to me: The animations, and art. Many of the games love scenes are just a backgroud and text. While
some include nudity its definately not treated as this games strong suit which IMO it definately is. Every meaningful love scene
should be animated, and when the text implies a position change the art should also reflect that.

If this type of game interests you I would say its definatley worth it, but also it could have been so much more.. I would be
really♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥if i payed for this game buuuuuutttttttt.........Got a free copy of the game from orlygift.com. An okayish
twin-stick shooter. Like you play 3-4 levels, then you're like "Okay" and remove the game. Nothing spectacular. Better than the
average low-cost segment though. Gaben, add | ~ | button for once!
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